ABSTRACT. Newtonian spaces generalize first-order Sobolev spaces to abstract metric measure spaces. In this paper, we study regularity of Newtonian functions based on quasi-Banach function lattices. Their (weak) quasi-continuity is established, assuming density of continuous functions. The corresponding Sobolev capacity is shown to be an outer capacity. Assuming sufficiently high integrability of upper gradients, Newtonian functions are shown to be (essentially) bounded and (Hölder) continuous. Particular focus is put on the borderline case when the degree of integrability equals the "dimension of the measure". If Lipschitz functions are dense in a Newtonian space on a proper metric space, then locally Lipschitz functions are proven dense in the corresponding Newtonian space on open subsets, where no hypotheses (besides being open) are put on these sets.
INTRODUCTION
First-order analysis in metric measure spaces requires a generalization of Sobolev spaces as the notion of a (distributional) gradient relies on the linear structure of n .
The Newtonian approach makes use of the so-called upper gradients and weak upper gradients, which were originally introduced by Heinonen and Koskela [19] and Koskela and MacManus [26] , respectively. Shanmugalingam [35, 36] [20] . Various authors have developed the elements of the Newtonian theory based on function norms other than L p in the past two decades, see e.g. [10, 12, 16, 40] . So far, foundations of the theory in utmost generality were obtained by Malý in [29, 30] , where complete quasi-normed lattices of measurable functions were considered as the base function spaces. The question when Newtonian functions can be regularized using Lipschitz truncations lied in the focus of Malý [31] . The current paper goes further and studies regularity properties of Newtonian functions and of the corresponding Sobolev capacity.
One of the main points of interest is the so-called quasi-continuity, which can be understood as a Luzin-type condition, where a set of arbitrarily small capacity can be found for each Newtonian function so that its restriction to the complement of that set is continuous. Existence of quasi-continuous representatives was first shown by Deny [11] for functions of the unweighted Sobolev space W 1,2 ( n , d x). An analogous result in Sobolev spaces W 1,p ( n , d x) is given in Federer and Ziemer [14] , see also Malý and Ziemer [28] , and the situation in weighted Sobolev spaces is discussed in Heinonen, Kilpeläinen, Martio [18] . In metric spaces, Shanmugalingam [36] showed that Newtonian functions in N 1,p have quasi-continuous representatives if the metric space is endowed with a doubling measure and supports a p-Poincaré inequality (see Definition 6.1 below). The hypotheses were weakened in Björn, Björn and Shanmugalingam [8] , where density of continuous functions was proven sufficient to obtain existence of quasi-continuous representatives of N 1,p functions. The current paper provides an analogous result for the Newtonian space N 1 X built upon an arbitrary quasi-Banach function lattice X .
Furthermore in [8] , all N 1,p functions were proven to be quasi-continuous given that the metric space is proper (i.e., if all bounded closed sets are compact). In order to show a similar property of all N 1 X functions in proper metric spaces, the quasiBanach function lattice X needs to possess the Vitali-Carathéodory property (i.e., the quasi-norm of a function can be approximated by the quasi-norms of its lower semicontinuous majorants). Björn, Björn and Malý [6] give counterexamples that show that this property is vital.
Since the Vitali-Carathéodory property is crucial for the presented results, we will look into the question when a general quasi-Banach function lattice X possesses it. Vitali [41] proved that the L 1 norm of a measurable function on n can be approximated by the L 1 norms of its lower semicontinuous majorants. His result can be easily generalized to L p ( n ) with 0 < p < ∞. We will show that it suffices that X contains all simple functions (with support of finite measure) and these have absolutely continuous quasi-norm. Moreover, counterexamples are provided when X violates either of these two conditions. Quasi-continuity of Newtonian functions in N 1 X is closely connected with regularity of the Sobolev capacity C X . Namely, under the assumption that continuous functions are dense in the Newtonian space N 1 X , all Newtonian functions are quasi-continuous if and only if C X (or an equivalent capacity in case X is merely quasi-normed) is an outer capacity. Actually, the density of continuous functions need not be assumed in the forward implication.
Furthermore, quasi-continuity can be applied to show that locally Lipschitz functions are dense in a Newtonian space on any open subset of a metric space provided that locally Lipschitz functions are dense in the Newtonian space on the entire metric space. The noteworthy part of this claim is that the open subset as a metric subspace need not support any Poincaré inequality and the restriction of the measure need not be doubling any more. In general, it is however impossible to obtain density of Lipschitz functions.
It was observed already by Morrey [33] in 1940 that the classical Sobolev functions in n have (Hölder) continuous representatives if the degree of summability of the weak gradients is sufficiently high compared to the dimension. A similar result based on a p-Poincaré inequality was obtained by Hajłasz and Koskela [15] in metric spaces endowed with a doubling measure, after introducing an analogue of the dimension. As we are considering Newtonian spaces based on general function lattices, our tools suffice to study the borderline case when the degree of summability (in terms of a Banach function lattice quasi-norm) of upper gradients is essentially equal to the "dimension" of a doubling measure. We will establish conditions that guarantee that all Newtonian functions are essentially bounded and have continuous representatives (in equivalence classes given by equality up to sets of capacity zero). If the metric measure space is in addition locally compact, then all Newtonian functions are in fact continuous. The structure of the paper is the following. Section 2 provides an overview of the used notation and preliminaries in the area of quasi-Banach function lattices and Newtonian spaces. In Section 3, we study the Sobolev capacity, still without the assumption on density of continuous functions. After that, in Section 4, we move on to quasi-continuity and its consequences for the Sobolev capacity and continuity of Newtonian functions. Density of locally Lipschitz functions on general open sets is shown in Section 5. A very short introduction to rearrangement-invariant spaces is provided in Section 6, whose main focus however lies in establishing sufficient conditions for Newtonian functions to be essentially bounded. In Section 7, existence of continuous representatives and continuity of all representatives is discussed. Several lemmata for calculus of (minimal) weak upper gradients are given in the appendix.
PRELIMINARIES
We assume throughout the paper that The open ball centered at x ∈ with radius r > 0 will be denoted by B(x, r). Given a ball B = B(x, r) and a scalar λ > 0, we let λB = B(x, λr). We say that µ is a doubling measure, if there is a constant c dbl ≥ 1 such that µ(2B) ≤ c dbl µ(B) for every ball B. Note that we will assume that µ satisfies the doubling condition only in Sections 6 and 7, where essential boundedness and continuity of Newtonian functions are studied.
A metric space is proper if all its closed and bounded subsets are compact. A doubling metric measure space (and hence a metric space with a doubling measure) is proper if and only if it is complete, see Björn and Björn [5, Proposition 3.1] . Let ( , µ) denote the set of all extended real-valued µ-measurable functions on . The symbol Lip c (Ω) stands for Lipschitz continuous functions with compact support in Ω. The set of extended real numbers, i.e., ∪ {±∞}, will be denoted by . We will also use + , which denotes the set of positive real numbers, i.e., the interval (0, ∞). The symbol will denote the set of positive integers, i.e., {1, 2, . . .}. We define the integral mean of a measurable function u over a set E of finite positive measure as
whenever the integral on the right-hand side exists, not necessarily finite though. We write E ⋐ A if E is a compact subset of A. The notation L R will be used to express that there exists a constant c > 0, perhaps dependent on other constants within the context, such that L ≤ cR. If L R and simultaneously R L, then we will simply write L ≈ R and say that the quantities L and R are comparable. The words increasing and decreasing will be used in their non-strict sense.
A linear space X = X ( , µ) of equivalence classes of functions in ( , µ) is a quasi-Banach function lattice over ( , µ) equipped with the quasi-norm · X if the following axioms hold: (P0) · X determines the set X , i.e., X = {u ∈ ( , µ): u X < ∞}; (P1) · X is a quasi-norm, i.e.,
• u X = 0 if and only if u = 0 a.e.,
• au X = |a| u X for every a ∈ and u ∈ ( , µ), • there is a constant c ≥ 1, the so-called modulus of concavity, such that
); (P2) · X satisfies the lattice property, i.e., if |u| ≤ |v| a.e., then u X ≤ v X ; (RF) · X satisfies the Riesz-Fischer property, i.e., if u n ≥ 0 a.e. for all n ∈ , then
n u n X , where c ≥ 1 is the modulus of concavity. Note that the function ∞ n=1 u n needs to be understood as a pointwise (a.e.) sum. Observe that X contains only functions that are finite a.e., which follows from (P1) and (P2). In other words, if u X < ∞, then |u| < ∞ a.e.
Throughout the paper, we will also assume that the quasi-norm · X is continuous, i.e., if u n − u X → 0 as n → ∞, then u n X → u X . We do not lose any generality by this assumption as the Aoki-Rolewicz theorem (see Benyamini 
where r = 1/(1 + log 2 c ) ∈ (0, 1], which implies the continuity. The theorem's proof shows that such an equivalent quasi-norm retains the lattice property. Moreover, · r satisfies (RF) without any constants, i.e.,
It is worth noting that the Riesz-Fischer property is actually equivalent to the completeness of the quasi-normed space X , given that the conditions (P0)-(P2) are satisfied and that the quasi-norm is continuous, see Maligranda [27, Theorem 1.1].
If c = 1, then the functional · X is a norm. We then drop the prefix quasi and hence call X a Banach function lattice.
A (quasi)Banach function lattice X = X ( , µ) is a (quasi)Banach function space over ( , µ) if the following axioms are satisfied as well:
(P3) · X satisfies the Fatou property, i.e., if 0 ≤ u n ր u a.e., then u n X ր u X ; (P4) if a measurable set E ⊂ has finite measure, then χ E X < ∞; (P5) for every measurable set E ⊂ with µ(E) < ∞ there is C E > 0 such that E |u| dµ ≤ C E u X for every measurable function u. Note that the Fatou property implies the Riesz-Fischer property. Axiom (P4) is equivalent to the condition that X contains all simple functions (with support of finite measure). Due to the lattice property, (P4) can be also equivalently characterized as embedding of L ∞ ( , µ) into X on sets of finite measure. Finally, condition (P5) describes that X is embedded into L 1 ( , µ) on sets of finite measure.
In the further text, we will slightly deviate from this rather usual definition of (quasi)Banach function lattices and spaces. Namely, we will consider X to be a linear space of functions defined everywhere instead of equivalence classes defined a.e. Then, the functional · X is really only a (quasi)seminorm. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, we will always assume that X is a quasi-Banach function lattice.
We will say that X is continuously embedded in Y loc , denoted by X → Y loc , if for every ball B ⊂ there is c emb (B) > 0 such that uχ B Y ≤ c emb (B) uχ B X whenever u ∈ ( , µ). The global continuous embedding X → Y is defined in a similar fashion by letting B = .
A function u ∈ X has absolutely continuous quasi-norm in X , if it satisfies that (AC) uχ E n X → 0 as n → ∞ whenever {E n } ∞ n=1 is a decreasing sequence of measurable sets with µ ∞ n=1 E n = 0. The quasi-norm · X is absolutely continuous if every u ∈ X has absolutely continuous quasi-norm in X .
It follows from the dominated convergence theorem that the L p norm is absolutely continuous for p ∈ (0, ∞). On the other hand, L ∞ lacks this property apart from in a few exceptional cases. For example, if µ is atomic, 0 < δ ≤ µ(A) for every atom A ⊂ , and µ( ) < ∞, then every quasi-Banach function lattice has absolutely continuous quasi-norm since the condition µ ∞ n=1 E n = 0 implies that E n = for all sufficiently large n ∈ . However, atomic measures lie outside of the main scope of our interest.
In a quasi-Banach function lattice X whose simple functions have absolutely continuous quasi-norm in X (similarly as in the setting of Lebesgue spaces L p with p < ∞),
we may approximate the quasi-norm of a function by the quasi-norms of its lower semicontinuous (lsc) majorants.
Proposition 2.1 (Vitali-Carathéodory theorem). Let X be a quasi-Banach function lattice. Suppose that χ B ∈ X and it satisfies (AC) whenever B
In particular, the hypotheses are fulfilled if X is a rearrangement-invariant quasiBanach function space (see the definition in Section 6 below) whose fundamental function φ X satisfies lim t→0+ φ X (t) = 0, which can be also expressed as X ⊂ L ∞ .
The theorem's origin can be dated back to 1905, when Vitali [41] showed that every function f ∈ L 1 ( n , dµ) coincides a.e. with a function of the Baire class 2. Namely, he
showed that there exist sequences {u k } ∞ k=1
and
of upper semicontinuous (usc) minorants and lsc majorants, respectively, such that u k ր f and l k ց f everywhere in n , and
In 1918, Carathéodory [9] has shown that usc minorants and lsc majorants with the same convergence properties exist for every f Note also that both the absolute continuity and (P4) are vital for the proposition. For example, take u = χ {0} on . Then, u X = 0 for every quasi-Banach function lattice 
where c ≥ 1 is the modulus of concavity of X (i.e., the constant in the triangle inequality in (P1)).
Due to the outer regularity of µ and the absolute continuity of the (quasi)norm of χ k in X , there are open sets U n and V n such that E n ⊂ U n ⊂ k with χ U n \E n X < 1/n(2c ) n , and
Obviously, v k ∈ lsc( k ) and v k ≥ u on k . Then, we can estimate
The triangle inequality and the Riesz-Fischer property give that
for all x ∈ . Note that for each x ∈ , there may be at most two values of k such that v k (x) > 0 and in that case they are consecutive. Define thus
′ k , which together with (2.2) leads to the estimate
By a curve in we will mean a non-constant continuous mapping γ : I → with finite total variation (i.e., length of γ(I )), where I ⊂ is a compact interval. Thus, a curve can be (and we will always assume that all curves are) parametrized by arc length ds, see e.g. Heinonen [17, Section 7.1] . Note that every curve is Lipschitz continuous with respect to its arc length parametrization. The family of all non-constant rectifiable curves in will be denoted by Γ( ). By abuse of notation, the image of a curve γ will also be denoted by γ.
A statement holds for Mod X -a.e. curve if the family of exceptional curves Γ e , for which the statement fails, has zero X -modulus, i.e., if there is a Borel function ρ ∈ X such that´γ ρ ds = ∞ for every curve γ ∈ Γ e (see [29, Proposition 4.8] Observe that the (X -weak) upper gradients are by no means given uniquely. Indeed, if we have a function u with an (X -weak) upper gradient g, then g + h is another (Xweak) upper gradient of u whenever h ≥ 0 is a Borel (measurable) function. Definition 2.3. We say that function u ∈ ( , µ) belongs to the Dirichlet space DX if it has an upper gradient g ∈ X . Let
where the infimum is taken over all upper gradients g of u. The Newtonian space based on X is the space
Given a measurable set Θ ⊂ , we define
Note that we may define DX via X -weak upper gradients and take the infimum over all X -weak upper gradients g of u in (2.4) without changing the value of the Newtonian quasi-norm, see [29, Corollary 5.7] . Let us also point out that we assume that functions are defined everywhere, and not just up to equivalence classes µ-almost everywhere. This is essential for the notion of upper gradients since they are defined by a pointwise inequality.
It has been shown in [30] that the infimum in (2.4) is attained for functions in N 1 X by a minimal X -weak upper gradient. Such an X -weak upper gradient is minimal both normwise and pointwise (a.e.) among all (X -weak) upper gradients in X , whence it is given uniquely up to equality a.e. The minimal X -weak upper gradient of a function u ∈ N 1 X will be denoted by g u ∈ X . 
SOBOLEV CAPACITY
When working with first-order analysis, it is the Sobolev capacity that provides a set function that distinguishes which sets do not carry any information about a Newtonian function and thus are negligible. In this section, we will show a certain rigidity property of the capacity. Furthermore, if is locally compact and if the Vitali-Carathéodory theorem holds, then we will obtain that the capacity is outer regular on sets of zero capacity. Definition 3.1. The (Sobolev) X -capacity of a set E ⊂ is defined as
If X is r-normed for some r ∈ (0, ∞), then we define the (Sobolev) X ,r-capacity of a set E ⊂ by
1/r : u ≥ 1 on E and g is an upper gradient of u}.
The function lattice X will be implicitly assumed to be r-normed whenever the capacity C X ,r is used. We say that a property of points in holds C X -quasi-everywhere (C X -q.e.) if the set of exceptional points has X -capacity zero.
Observe that the capacities C X and C X ,r are equivalent, viz.,
Therefore, it is of no importance whether the notion of quasi-everywhere is defined using C X or C X ,r . The capacities C X (E) and C X ,r (E) may be equivalently defined considering only functions u such that
Despite the dependence on X , we will often write simply capacity and q.e. whenever there is no risk of confusion of the base function space.
A capacity C is an outer capacity, if C(E) = inf G C(G), where the infimum is taken over all open sets G ⊃ E.
Based on the quasi-continuity of Newtonian functions, we will show in Proposition 4.8 below that C X ,r is an outer capacity.
It was established in [29, Theorem 3.4] that C X is an outer measure on if c = 1. Otherwise, the set function C X is merely σ-quasi-additive, i.e.,
On the contrary, C X ,r (·) r is always an outer measure on , as is shown next.
Proof. If C X ,r (E j ) = ∞ for some j ∈ , then the wanted inequality holds trivially. Suppose therefore that C X ,r (E j ) < ∞ for every j ∈ . For each E j , j ∈ , we can hence find u j ∈ N 1 X with an upper gradient g j ∈ X such that χ E j ≤ u j ≤ 1, and
Letting ǫ → 0 completes the proof. . It is noteworthy that we do not need that C X (or C X ,r ) is an outer capacity to obtain this result.
Proposition 3.3. Let G ⊂ be open and suppose that µ(E)
as the capacity is monotone. The converse inequality holds trivially if 
Thus, g is an X -weak upper gradient of v as (3.1) holds for Mod X -a.e. curve γ. Hence
The equality for C X ,r can be shown analogously.
For an arbitrary set, adding a zero set (with respect to the capacity) does not change the capacity of the set even if C X is not subadditive but merely quasi-additive as we are now about to see.
Proof. By monotonicity, C X (E ∪ F ) ≥ C X (E) and C X ,r (E ∪ F ) ≥ C X ,r (E). The converse inequality for C X ,r follows from the σ-subadditivity of C r X ,r . If C X (E) = ∞, then the converse inequality holds trivially. Suppose now that
The following result generalizes [8, Proposition 1.4] in a similar fashion as Björn, Björn, and Lehrbäck [7, Proposition 4.7] . It shows that in locally compact (and hence in proper) metric measure spaces, the Sobolev capacity C X (and hence also C X ,r ) is an outer capacity at least for zero sets, given that lsc majorants provide good estimates of the function norm. 
Proof. Suppose first that there is an open set
Since G is open and contains E, we have that χ E ≤ṽ ∈ X ∩ lsc( ) and ṽ X < ǫ as well.
Let
where the infimum is taken over all (including constant) curves connecting x to the closed set \ V . Then, u| G ∈ lsc(G) by Björn, Björn and Shanmugalingam [8, Lemma 3.3] since G, being compact, is a proper metric space and ρ + 1 is bounded away from zero. Consequently, u ∈ lsc( ) as u ≡ 0 on
The set U is open due to the semicontinuity of u. We can show that u = 1 on E, whence E ⊂ U. Indeed, let γ be a curve connecting arbitrary 
If no open neighborhood of E has a compact closure, then we can apply separability and the local compactness of to write E = ∞ n=1 E n so that for each n ∈ there is an open set G n ⊃ E n with a compact closure. In particular, C X (E n ) = 0. By the previous part of the proof, we can find open sets
Remark 3.6. In the previous claim, it in fact suffices to assume that there exists an open set G ⊃ E that is locally compact instead of requiring that the entire space is locally compact. It is, however, currently unknown whether such local compactness is really necessary. On the other hand, the Vitali-Carathéodory property is crucial. In view of Proposition 2.1, it suffices that X contains bounded functions with bounded support and these have absolutely continuous norm in X . In [6] , Björn, Björn and Malý have constructed a metric measure space and a function space X = X ( ) such that Propositions 2.1 and 3.5 fail.
QUASI-CONTINUITY AND ITS CONSEQUENCES
In this section, we study when Newtonian functions possess a Luzin-type property, the so-called quasi-continuity, which then leads to the fact that the Sobolev capacity is an outer capacity. The Sobolev capacity defined via the Newtonian quasi-norm characterizes the equivalence classes well, but in general it need not be an outer capacity then. Outside of the Newtonian setting, it is customary to introduce the Sobolev capacity so that it is an outer capacity by definition, cf. Heinonen In Section 5, the quasi-continuity will help us establishing the density of compactly supported Lipschitz functions in N When an extended real-valued function is said to be continuous, we mean that the function does not attain the values ±∞ and is in fact real-valued.
As the capacities C X and C X ,r are equivalent, it is insignificant whether the notion of (weak) quasi-continuity is defined using C X or C X ,r .
Lemma 4.2. Assume that for every ǫ and every E ⊂ with C X (E) = 0, there is an open set U ⊃ E with C X (U) < ǫ. If u is quasi-continuous, then every v that coincides with u q.e. is also quasi-continuous.
In view of Proposition 3.5, the hypotheses of the lemma are satisfied if is locally compact and if X has the Vitali-Carathéodory property (2.1) (which, in particular, it does by Proposition 2.1 if X contains all bounded functions with bounded support and these have absolutely continuous quasi-norm in X ).
Next, we will see that if the Sobolev capacity is an outer capacity, then the distinction between weak quasi-continuity and quasi-continuity is not needed.
Proposition 4.3. Suppose that C X or C X ,r is an outer capacity. Then, a function is quasicontinuous if and only if it is weakly quasi-continuous.
Proof. Quasi-continuous functions are trivially weakly quasi-continuous.
Let u be weakly quasi-continuous and let ǫ > 0. Then, there is a set E ⊂ with C X (E) < ǫ (resp. C X ,r (E) < ǫ) such that u| \E is continuous. Since C X (resp. C X ,r ) is an outer capacity, there is an open set G ⊃ E with C X (G) < ǫ (resp. C X ,r (G) < ǫ). Then, u| \G is also continuous, whence u is quasi-continuous.
For functions that are absolutely continuous along Mod X -a.e. curve, the equality a.e. implies equality on a larger set, namely, q.e. (see [29, Proposition 6.12] ). Similarly, we have the following result for quasi-continuous functions. Sketch of proof. Kilpeläinen [24] has proven the claim for abstract outer capacities that satisfy the rigidity condition of Proposition 3.3 under the assumption that u and v are weakly quasi-continuous. His proof works verbatim if the hypotheses of the capacity being outer and the weak quasi-continuity of u and v are replaced by the hypothesis that u and v are quasi-continuous.
Since a Egorov-type convergence theorem (see [ 
X such thatũ = u q.e. and for every ǫ > 0 there exists an open set U ǫ with C X (U ǫ ) < ǫ such that a subsequence {u k j } ∞ j=1 converges uniformly toũ on \ U ǫ . Hence,ũ| \U ǫ is continuous andũ is quasi-continuous. Writing E = {x ∈ : u(x) =ũ(x)}, we have C X (U ǫ ∪ E) < ǫ by Lemma 3.4 and u| \(U ǫ ∪E) is continuous whence u is weakly quasi-continuous.
In Proposition 3.5, we saw that C X is an outer capacity for zero sets under certain hypotheses. As a consequence, we obtain that functions with a quasi-continuous representative are in fact quasi-continuous by Lemma 4.2. Then, Newtonian functions are quasi-continuous by Proposition 4.5 provided that they can be approximated by continuous functions. Hence, we have the following result. 
So far, we have seen that C X (or C X ,r ) being an outer capacity on zero sets implies that Newtonian functions are quasi-continuous (under some additional assumptions). The next proposition shows that the converse is actually stronger. Namely, if Newtonian functions are quasi-continuous, then C X ,r is an outer capacity on all sets (without any additional assumptions). An analogous result for C L p ,p with p ∈ [1, ∞) was given in [8] . Proof. If X is normed, then C X = C X ,r with r = 1. Hence, it suffices to prove that C X ,r is an outer capacity.
If C X ,r (E) = ∞, then the claim is trivial. Suppose therefore that C X ,r (E) < ∞. Let ǫ ∈ (0, 1) and u ≥ χ E be such that u r X + g u r X < C X ,r (E) r + ǫ. Due to the quasicontinuity of u, there is an open set V with C X ,r (V ) < ǫ such that u| \V is continuous. Thus,
The last expression tends to C X ,r (E) r as ǫ → 0, which finishes the proof.
The following proposition quantifies the difference between a.e. and q.e. equivalence classes in Newtonian spaces. Namely, N 1 X contains only the "good" representatives of the functions that lie in an a.e. equivalence class of a Newtonian function. X . Therefore, we may assume that u is bounded.
Next, we will show that we may assume that u has bounded support. Let us fix x 0 ∈ and write ψ n (x) = (1 − dist(x, B(x 0 , n))) + for n ∈ . We want to prove (x 0 , n) )}, where A(x 0 , n, n + 1) is the closed annulus {x ∈ : n ≤ d(x, x 0 ) ≤ n + 1}, the product rule (Theorem A.1) yields that the function
due to the absolute continuity of the quasi-norm of X . Therefore, we do not lose any generality if we suppose that u has bounded support.
Since u is quasi-continuous, there are open sets U k ⊂ , k ∈ , such that u| \U k is continuous while C X (U k ) → 0 as k → ∞. Thus, there exist functions 
By the chain rule (Theorem A.2), we obtain that g η k •u−u = g u χ {0<|u|<2/k} a.e. as the function t → η k (t) − t is 1-Lipschitz and supported in [−2/k, 2/k]. The absolute continuity of the norm of X now yields
As η k is 2-Lipschitz, we can estimate
\ G k and the product rule gives that
For an arbitrary ǫ > 0, we obtain that
Then, lim sup k→∞ g u w k X ≤ c ǫ g u X by the absolute continuity of the quasi-norm of X since µ 
Proposition 5.2. Suppose that is proper and Ω ⊂ is open. Assume that X is a quasiBanach function lattice that has absolutely continuous quasi-norm and satisfies (P4). If locally Lipschitz functions are dense in N
Proof. Since bounded functions with bounded support are contained in X by (P4), we immediately obtain that Lip c (Ω) ⊂ N 1 0 X (Ω). Now, we will show that N 1 0
be a Cauchy sequence in 
The triangle inequality in N 1 X now yields that
completing the proof of the inclusion Then, f (z) = max{0, 2|z| − 1} arg z belongs to N 1,p ( ) \ Lip( ) for all p ≥ 1.
Theorem 5.4. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 5.2, locally Lipschitz functions are dense in N
Proof. Let u ∈ N 1 X (Ω) and let ǫ > 0 be arbitrary. Since is proper, we may find an increasing sequence of open sets
For every x ∈ Ω, there is a neighborhood U ∋ x such that at most three terms in this sum are non-zero in U, whence v is locally Lipschitz in Ω. The triangle inequality now yields that Both Zygmund and Lorentz spaces, which have been mentioned earlier, belong to a wide class of function spaces, the so-called r.i. spaces, i.e., Banach function spaces that are rearrangement-invariant. Thus, they satisfy not only (P0)-(P5) with the modulus of concavity c = 1, but also (RI) if u and v are equimeasurable, i.e.,
For a detailed treatise on r.i. spaces, see Bennett and Sharpley [3] . For f ∈ ( , µ), we define its distribution function µ f and the decreasing rearrangement f * by
. We define the fundamental function of a rearrangement-invariant quasi-Banach function lattice X as φ X (t) = χ E t X , where E t ⊂ is an arbitrary measurable set with µ E t = min{t, µ( )}, t > 0. Note that different spaces may very well have the same fundamental function, which is the case, e.g., of the Lebesgue L p and the Lorentz L
For another example, the Orlicz space L Ψ based on an N -function Ψ has the funda-
We also have the continuous embedding of X into the weak-X space for every r.i. space X , which can be expressed by the inequality sup t>0 u * (t)φ X (t) ≤ u X .
In the next proposition, we will see that a p-Poincaré inequality gives not only an integral but also a supremal estimate for the oscillation of a Newtonian function, provided that p is sufficiently large. , we obtain that ess sup
By applying (6.1), we see that c s (2λr) 
Then, for every ball B of radius r > 0 such that 2λB ⊂ Ω, we have
Proof. In the proof of Proposition 6.2, we have seen that
By the Cavalieri principle and by the embedding X → weak-X , it follows that
The previous proposition and corollary can be refined in the critical case when p = s; we will however need to assume that X is embedded into the Zygmund space L s (log L) α for some α > 1. That result will be further improved under somewhat stronger assumptions on .
, where E ⊂ is measurable and µ(E) < ∞, consists of the measurable functions u :
As an alternative, which is well-defined even if µ(E) = ∞, we may use
where log + denotes the positive part of log.
It is easy to see that |||u||| L p (log L)
α (E) where the constants depend on
Furthermore, the Zygmund spaces are classical Lorentz spaces and they coincide with certain Orlicz classes whenever α ≥ 1/p. It is customary to drop the respective exponent in the notation Let x ∈ B be a Lebesgue point of u and set B = B(x, r) and B n = B(x, 2 −n r) for
Proposition 6.5. Suppose that supports an s-Poincaré inequality with s given by
Applying the triangle inequality, the doubling condition, and the s-Poincaré inequality (where an X -weak upper gradient g ∈ X of u may be used in light of the embedding
We have c s µ(λ B) ≤ 2 ns µ λ B n by (6.1), whence
Let us, for the sake of brevity, writeg = gχ λ B . Since is connected due to the Poincaré inequality, we have that µ λ B n ≤ c σ 2 −nσ µ(λ B) for some 0 < σ ≤ s and
. Applying the Hardy-Littlewood inequality and replacingg by its decreasing rearrangement, we obtain that
If s = 1, then splitting the integration domain dyadically gives that
If s > 1, then the Hölder inequality for series with s ′ = s/(s − 1) yields that
where the latter series converges since α > 1. Next,
We have thus shown for all s ≥ 1 that
We can estimate ( j + 1)
.
Putting all the estimates together, we obtain
The triangle and the s-Poincaré inequality provide us with the estimate
Altogether, we see that
where we applied (6.1) to estimate r/µ(2λB) 1/s ≤ R/(c s µ 2λB 0 ) 1/s . The Lebesgue differentiation theorem, which holds true since µ is doubling (see Heinonen [17, Section 1]), yields that a.e. x ∈ B is a Lebesgue point of u, whence this inequality holds for a.e. x ∈ B and thus for the essential supremum over B.
The technique used in the previous proof for s > 1 seems to work even if we assume
The main difference in the proof would be to replace (n + 1)
β . It also appears to be possible to iterate the logarithm several times raised to suitable powers. Nevertheless, we refrain from properly formulating and proving this claim. It follows by Talenti [39] that Zygmund-Sobolev functions in n , n ≥ 2, are bounded for every α > 1/n ′ . . = 1−1/n, which indicates that 1 is not the optimal borderline value for the exponent α in the previous proposition. On the other hand, 1/n ′ is sharp, which can be seen by considering u(x) = log log(e 2 /|x|)
We will show in Corollary 6.9 below that we can in fact obtain the local essential boundedness of Zygmund-Newtonian functions for all α > 1/n ′ as a special case of a more general result if supports a stronger Poincaré inequality. 
The following proposition shows that in the borderline case it suffices that the (Xweak) upper gradient lies in the Lorentz L s,1 space. A similar claim was proven by
Romanov [34] under a highly restrictive assumption that µ is s-Ahlfors regular, i.e., both (6.1) and (6.2) hold with s = σ. His paper served as an inspiration to use Abel's partial summation formula in the proof below. The price we have to pay is that a stronger Poincaré inequality is needed. Actually, assuming that supports an s-Poincaré inequality is enough if is complete. By Keith and Zhong [23] , the Poincaré inequality is a self-improving property in that case and hence supports a p-Poincaré inequality with some p < s. 
. Summation by parts allows us to write (6.12)
where the last inequality with some σ ∈ (0, s] follows from (6.2). Due to the absolute continuity of the L s,1 norm, we see that the last sum in (6.12) tends to zero as N → ∞.
Therefore, (6.14)
Similarly as in (6.13), we can apply (6.1) and (6.2) to estimate
Inserting this estimate into (6.14) yields that (6.15)
Combining (6.10), (6.11) , and (6.15) results in
The triangle, the p-Poincaré, and the Hölder inequality, as well as the embedding L s,1 → L s provide us with the estimate
where we applied (6. Edmunds, Kerman and Pick [13] have discussed the optimal Sobolev embeddings
. Therefore, the result we have just obtained is sharp when considering r.i. spaces as the base function spaces X that N 1 X are built upon. As mentioned earlier, we also recover an analogue of the result of Talenti [39] on local essential boundedness of Newtonian functions based on the Zygmund space
, which is shown next. 
We have the rough estimate´t 0 (1 + log(a/τ)) αp dτ ≥ t(1 + log(a/t)) αp . Conversely,
Therefore, we obtain that Similarly as in Proposition 6.7, it suffices to assume that supports an s-Poincaré inequality if is complete.
Proof. By Lemma 6.8, we see that X → L s,1 loc
. Then, the desired claim follows directly from Proposition 6.7.
CONTINUITY OF NEWTONIAN FUNCTIONS
In Sobolev spaces in n , one may deduce that there exist continuous representatives if the L ∞ norm of a function is (locally) controlled by the quasi-norm of its gradient.
A similar result, yet somewhat stronger, can be obtained in Newtonian spaces as well. Namely, it suffices in the Newtonian case to redefine a function on a set of capacity zero to obtain the continuous representative. If the metric measure space is in addition locally compact, then all representatives are continuous. We assume in this (as well as in the previous) section that µ is a doubling measure. Moreover, µ is non-atomic since is connected, which follows from the Poincaré inequalities we will assume.
The Proof. Let us exhaust = ∞ n=1 B n , where B n = B(x 0 , n) for an arbitrary point x 0 ∈ . Next, we will find an exceptional set E with C X (E) = 0, where we lack control over the oscillation of u ∈ N 1 X . Let D = {z i ∈ : i ∈ } be a dense subset of and let
Since E is a countable union of sets of capacity zero, it has capacity zero as well.
Let us now fix a ball B . . = 4B n = B 4n for an arbitrary n ∈ . For every pair of points x, y ∈ B n \ E, we can find z ∈ D and r ∈ + such that d(x, y)/2 ≤ r ≤ 2d(x, y)
In the case (a), we use (6.4) to obtain that
Therefore, u| B n \E is (1−s/p)-Hölder continuous and hence uniformly continuous. Since Applying (6.7) or (6.9) for the function space Y , we can find c B > 0 such that
where E B ⊂ 2λ B with µ E B = µ(2λB) and g u (w) ≥ g u (v) for all w ∈ E B and v ∈ 2λ B \ E B . Note that the set E B does not depend on the exact choice of B, but merely on the measure of 2λB. Given an ǫ > 0, we can find a > 0 such that c B g u χ E B Y < ǫ whenever µ E B < a since Y has absolutely continuous norm. As is connected, we
This way, we have just shown uniform continuity of u| B n \E . Thus, there is a unique continuation v n ∈ (B n ) of u| B n \E .
We have thus proven that in all the cases (a)-(d) there is a unique continuous extension v n of u| B n \E for every ball B n , n ∈ . Now, we define v on by setting v(x) = v n (x) whenever x ∈ B n . Then, v ∈ ( ) and v = u outside of E, i.e., C X -quasieverywhere. Furthermore, v ∈ We are ready to apply Propositions 6.2, 6.5, and 6.7 to find a lower bound for the Sobolev capacity of a subset of a ball, in terms of the measure and radius of the ball, if we know beforehand that the set has non-zero capacity.
Proposition 7.3. Suppose that supports a p-Poincaré inequality and let s be given by (6.1). Suppose that one of the following sets of assumptions is satisfied:
Let B ⊂ be a ball with radius r > 0. Then, for every E ⊂ B with C X (E) > 0, we can estimate
c emb (2λB)(r + 1) .
In particular, this estimate holds if µ(E) > 0.
Proof. Let u ∈ N 1 X be such that χ E ≤ u ≤ 1 in and let g u ∈ X be a minimal X -weak upper gradient of u. Propositions 6.2, 6.5, and 6.7 and the Hölder inequality then yield If X is an r.i. space, then it is possible to find an estimate of the capacity expressed using the fundamental function of X , provided that the integral means in L p can be suitably rescaled to the norm means in X . The desired result follows from Proposition 7.3.
Recall that the natural equivalence classes in N 1 X are given by equality outside of sets of capacity zero. Therefore, in order to be able to prove that all Newtonian functions in a locally compact doubling Poincaré space are continuous if the summability of the upper gradients (in terms of · X ) is sufficiently high, we need to show that singletons have positive capacity. To that end, we will apply the outer regularity of the capacity on zero sets. In view of the previous proposition, we see that the Newtonian functions considered in Propositions 6.2, 6.5, and 6.7 are not only C X -essentially bounded on all balls, but bounded everywhere in the respective balls, provided that is locally compact. Similarly, we will next show that Newtonian functions not only have continuous representatives, but in fact are continuous. Thus, the claim is stronger than its analogue for Sobolev functions in n . X ∩ ( ) such that u = v q.e. In other words, the set E = {x ∈ : u(x) = v(x)} has zero capacity. According to Proposition 7.5, E cannot contain any single point x ∈ as it would have positive capacity then. Therefore, u = v everywhere in , whence u ∈ ( ).
APPENDIX: CALCULUS FOR WEAK UPPER GRADIENTS
Throughout the paper, several tools for working with weak upper gradients have been needed. Note that none of the results in this section requires the measure to be doubling. 
≤ u(γ(t)) h(γ(t)) + v(γ(t)) g(γ(t))
for a.e. t ∈ (0, l γ ).
Finally, |u|h + |v|g is measurable and hence an X -weak upper gradient of w by [29, Lemma 6.8] .
Observe that |u|h + |v|g need not be a minimal X -weak upper gradient of uv even if g and h were minimal X -weak upper gradients of u and v, respectively. For example, suppose that X = L p (0, 1) with p ≥ 1 and let u(t) = g(t) = e t and v(t) = h(t) = e −t for t ∈ (0, 1). Then, uv ≡ 1, whence 0 is an upper gradient of uv, but |u|h + |v|g ≡ 2. 
